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Elissa Stroman (ES):  

This is Elissa Stroman, and today’s date is November 14, 2011. Today I interviewed Madge 

Malone Webster at her home on Forty-Fourth Street. We spoke of her recollections of musical 

Lubbock and her involvement in the Lubbock Music Club. This interview focused more so on 

her musical involvement and is sort of a follow up to the interviews the Southwest Collection 

already holds. So I was listening to an interview from about ten years ago that you did, 2003, and 

it kind of gave a broad history, you know your history, in Lubbock. So today wanted to ask you 

questions kind of focused in on the musical memories and stuff.  

 

Madge Webster (MW): 

If I can remember.  

 

ES: 

Well, I bet you can. You remember more than I do at least. You know more than I do.  

 

MW: 

A few more years, let’s put it that way.  

 

ES: 

So I was wondering what you remember musically that was going on at Tech in the early years. 

Like as you grew up, were there a lot of musical performances that you went to? Or what kind of 

musical activities did you have happen in your childhood?  

 

MW: 

Goodness, of course I was very involved in my church, and the churches did things. Then there 

were things that went on at Tech, but not as many as now. There was always in the spring, at 

Easter time, did the Tech choir chorus, or choir, which I was part of and it didn’t start until Dr. 

Blitz got here who was the head of the music department, such as it was at the time. It was not 

much of a music department, but that’s what it was called. In fact, there was no degree in music 

when I finished Tech. I finished in 1942, and my degree was public school music with a voice 

major. This is just the way it was, so actually, I have an education major rather than a music 

major. It wasn’t until—I’m not sure when they started with the music major, but we’d always do 

the Seven Last Words at Easter time, and at that time, Dr. Blitz would let some of the high school 

students who, that their teachers recommended them, could also sing with the chorus at the time. 

So that was always something that we looked forward to. There was no place to practice, really, 

on campus, and we practiced at College Avenue Baptist Church, which at that time, was on the 

corner of Tenth Street and University or Tenth Street and College Avenue. It didn’t turn out to be 

University Avenue until much later. But that’s where we would meet to do our rehearsing on 

Monday night. But there were other things that were going on in town. Occasionally there would 

be a group that would come in, and that the whole town was invited to. Some of them were paid 
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for, that you had to pay for a ticket. Some of them were free. So there was a good bit of music 

and a good bit of what anybody wanted to do. Then the high schools—the high school at that 

time, also did things. We would do musicals and that sort of thing. Then there were music 

teachers in town, and anybody could go to their recitals that wanted to. At that time, the 

newspaper would put anything in that anybody gave them. They were very good about giving 

you things and they would say there would be a recital at such and such a place and everybody’s 

invited and they would go. Then the time came when you would have a recital and nothing was 

put into paper, it’s still not put into paper. It was just a different time and a different group of 

people that were involved. And times just change, and sometimes that’s good and sometimes 

that’s not so good, but that’s the way it has been through the years. Of course now there’s so 

much stuff to go to—some of it I would go to, some of it I would not want to go to, but there’s 

something for everybody. There’s no reason for anybody to say that there’s nothing to do in 

Lubbock because you can go someplace four times a day, every day of the week if you wanted 

to. Some of it good and some of it not so good, but that was always when somebody in your 

teacher’s class would have a recital, everybody would go to it, simply because you were being 

nice and you want to go and hear what somebody else does.  

 

ES: 

So there was plenty to do.  

 

MW: 

Plenty to do, there was plenty to do then and plenty to do now.  

 

ES: 

Well now, when concerts were brought in, where were they hosted? Where were the events? 

Was the Lubbock High Auditorium built at that point in time?  

 

MW: 

That was the auditorium.  

 

ES: 

Okay.  

 

MW: 

That or one of the churches.  

 

ES: 

And I talked to Ms. Christmann last week and she mentioned the Seven Last Words of Christ. 

She said at one point that she—I asked her if there were memorable performances and she said 

she really looked up to your singing voice and that performance each year. She really enjoyed 
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that, and I was wondering if you could tell me more about that and how that came about and 

what all it entailed.  

 

MW: 

Well, I sang in it from the time that I was a junior in high school because my teacher—I was one 

of the ones that my teacher had said that I needed to be in it or that I could be in it. I did not sing 

a solo in it until after I was in Tech. The ones who sang were not outsiders; they were part of 

Tech itself, part of the music department. My husband sang in it for a couple of years before I 

sang in it because he was already in college, and he was a bass and he always sang the bass solos 

in it. The first time that I sang a solo in it, Dr. Blitz chose three sopranos to sing together, the 

solos, which was a little odd, but that’s the way that he did it, and he had three that he wanted to 

sing so we sang together. It turned out just fine. It was like that, and then I sang the solo then for 

one or two years, I’m not sure how long. My husband went ahead singing it even then, and even 

after he was out of college, he sang the bass solos. So it was fun to do and I enjoyed singing in it. 

I had a lot of friends who were also singing in it and that was good. We could all practice 

together if we needed to. Even after Rex and I were both—my husband’s name was Rex—were 

both out of college—of course, he got out two years before I did, but even after that, and in a few 

years he became the choir director at First Baptist Church and was a volunteer for twenty-two 

years. He was an advertising man, but he was the choir director at First Baptist. We would do 

Seven Last Word every single year, and I sang a solo nearly every year and he sang the bass solos 

every year even though he was the choir director. So it sort of became a part of our growing up. 

One of the things we always enjoyed doing, and I miss hearing it now. Last time I heard it I think 

this church the Methodist church did it several years ago. It’s sort of like you hear the Messiah at 

Christmastime and sometimes Easter time, but mostly Christmastime. You’d hear the Seven Last 

Words at Easter time.  

 

ES: 

It was a staple of Lubbock tradition for a while. That’s nice. Now, was your husband in high 

demand because he was just that amazing or was Lubbock lacking bass singers? I don’t mean to 

belittle his talent, I’m just curious, because he was in high demand, I was hearing on other 

interviews in dance bands and other stuff, too.  

 

MW: 

He started out—his music career started way back when, when they would have a small dance 

band. We had one or two big bands, quote on quote, here in town. On Saturday night there’d be a 

place down in the canyon that was just a platform with lights hanging around the top of it with a 

band playing. He’d play bass fiddle as well, and so he’d play bass and do the singing of the 

songs that they would be doing with the group. That’s the way he made his way through college, 

a lot of it, and then he went to work for a radio station; the only radio, KFYO, and also did it 

there. I bet together, and he a lot more than me, but probably the two of us sang for a thousand 
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funerals together. We sang duets, and it was just amazing how often. Sometimes we’d do two or 

three in one day. It was just amazing how many. They weren’t all our church people; they were 

people from all over town that would call on us. You sure do sing a lot of—and times have 

changed on singing for funerals, too, because back in the early days, when people would—some 

of the funerals you would go to—maybe you don’t want to know this.  

 

ES: 

No, I do.  

 

MW: 

You can cut this out.  

 

ES: 

No, I want to hear all this.  

 

MW: 

But they sang the old Stamps [Stamps-Baxter] songs and lots of them were sung at funerals—I 

shouldn’t say this as the sick people, the family would sit and you could hear them crying out in 

the yard if you wanted to because now a funeral is more quiet, but in those days, a lot of them—

and some of the songs that they asked for were, you know, seeing the crepe on the doorsill as 

you would come in, crepe meaning flowers. Some of the songs that were called for were awful.  

 

ES: 

Like really sad?  

 

MW: 

Really sad, really sad songs, yeah, and things have changed  in that area for which I am grateful, 

because it’s—and I don’t know why they were that way, but it was more like being in the 

country. Of course, we were a county city because we grew up in nothing out here, on the plains, 

on the dirt and the cotton and the cows and this sort of thing, and we were a county town. You 

did things in a county way. So the music was also more county music and not country like you 

hear now, it’s not like what we would call county music now.  

 

ES: 

Like the old-timey gospel type songs.   

 

MW: 

A lot of it gospel, a lot of it—I don’t know what you’d call it.  
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ES: 

What kinds of songs are you thinking of?  

 

MW: 

I was just thinking, a lot of it was the bang bang kind, where the pianist would be really banging 

the piano, this sort of thing, like you’d hear now in some of the country stuff.  

 

ES:  

I am thinking honkytonk, but I understand that kind of rousing, yeah, and I’ll go to an old timey 

church and the piano player’s always really playing up those notes. I know exactly what you’re 

talking about.  

 

MW: 

And there’s nothing wrong with that.  

 

ES: 

No, just a different style.  

 

MW: 

Yeah, it was just a different style, and as the town grew, the music grew. What people liked 

grew, so it made a difference. I think it made a difference. And there were some churches, and 

First Methodist is one of them that has always kept a very calm and still are very traditional with 

their worship, which is great. Now they do have one service that is what they’d call— 

 

ES: 

Contemporary.  

 

MW: 

Contemporary and then they have the services just for young people that like a lot of that kind of 

stuff. First Baptist does the same thing. We do what we call a traditional service at 8:15—yeah, 

they say it’s a traditional service and then a contemporary service at eleven o’clock. I go to the 

8:15, and I still don’t understand some of the music they do anymore. They’re not doing the old 

songs that I know. The kids coming up are not going to know the old songs that have been 

around for a hundred years. Some of them are the standard for all music just about.  

 

ES: 

Right, there were some hymns even when I was growing up that I could go to any church, and 

I’d hear it, and those you don’t hear nearly as much anymore.  
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MW: 

That’s right, you don’t. Not even in what they would call a traditional service. I miss them; I 

really do. I know a lot of other people do, especially of the older group.  

 

ES: 

You sang for a lot of funerals, did you sing for a lot of weddings?  

 

MW: 

Yeah, we sang for a lot of weddings, too.  

 

ES: 

What music did y’all sing for that?  

 

MW: 

Well, it was more of a traditional singing sort of whatever was being sung at the time, we would 

sing. They were not necessarily sacred songs except we would do the Lord’s Prayer a lot at 

weddings. We would do—I can’t even think of some of the names of them, but a lot of them 

were songs that were written, love songs, not the contemporary kind of love songs, but the kind 

of love songs—when Nelson Eddy and Jeanette MacDonald started doing their things way back 

when, those came into being wedding songs, a lot of them did. Then they would go back and 

pick up some of the ones as other contemporary musicals would come along, West Side Story, 

you would be singing some of those songs at a wedding. It’s sort of as times changed the 

weddings always changed.  

 

ES: 

Okay, so you’d assimilate into some of like the maybe tin pan alley songs and later on some of 

the crooner songs, not necessarily the ones that were popular at the moment, but had popular.  

 

MW: 

Maybe had been popular, some of them. Then some of them would be maybe like—oh dear, my 

mind’s not working today, sorry about that.  

 

ES: 

That’s okay.  

 

MW: 

It sort of went along with how somebody felt, or how a group had gone into, or sometimes with 

what church the wedding was in or a home perhaps sometimes. Most of them were in the church, 

some of them were in somebody’s home, but not very often. But we always enjoyed singing for 

them.  
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ES:  

I’m sure. Like you were saying before, you were in high demand—  

 

MW: 

Well, there were others that were in demand, too, but it was really strange—Rex started singing 

with a quartet at Rix Funeral Director’s when he was in college. And I was not singing with him 

then, but over a period of years, then we sang for all the funeral homes. I guess all of them, and 

this is not for publication, so turn this off.   

 

ES: 

Right. You want me to pause it for a sec?  

 

MW: 

But we got paid for singing for funerals. And some of them that we started out. I think Rex 

started out at a dollar, to sing for a dollar. Then when you had to pay tax on stuff, then one of the 

funeral homes went down to ninety-nine cents. Then you had to almost fight them to get your 

ninety-nine cents from them. It was sort of funny. Now they would pay you twenty-five dollars 

to come and sing for a one. I never sing for one anymore. I haven’t sung for—I don’t want—

well, since my husband died, I’ve not sung for a funeral. Now I can’t anyway; my voice won’t 

let me just do it anymore. But it was sort of funny because, you know, you could make some 

money, a little bit of pocket money that way, so it was always helpful. It was so funny when it 

went from a dollar down to ninety-nine cents to sing for a funeral. Oh me.  

 

ES:  

And this was in the forties and fifties at that point or when was this?  

 

MW: 

Yeah, yeah Rex started in the thirties singing because he came to Lubbock in 1934, and he 

started singing almost immediately over at Rick’s and playing for the dance bands and stuff. But 

then when he went to work at the radio station, then he quit the singing down in the canyon or 

wherever.   

 

ES: 

The canyon, was this Ransom Canyon or was this at Mackenzie Park?  

 

MW: 

It was at Mackenzie Park; it was at the edge of Mackenzie Park. There was this—sort of a high 

platform, up so high, and it was, oh maybe a half size of this room and the band would sort of be 

around the edge, had rope around the edges just so someone didn’t fall off. And Saturday night 

there’d be a lot of people. You’d see people on Sunday morning and say, “Oh, I saw you at the 
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dance last night. Shame on you, and here you are at church this morning singing in the choir, 

shame, shame.” And sometimes they got preached about on Sunday morning because they’d 

been down to the dance hall on Saturday night.  

 

ES: 

So it wasn’t a—it was a little bit of a—not necessarily a shady place to be, but it wasn’t high—  

 

MW: 

No, it was just an ordinary place for people to gather. Then there were several places like that in 

town. Some of them got to be inside, and that was good, especially if it started to rain you had to 

leave. I never did go to one. My family didn’t dance, and so I didn’t get to go to one. But that 

was all right, too.  

 

ES: 

So Rex just told you stories about it later on? Your husband just told you stories about it later?  

 

MW: 

Oh yeah, I knew about that. Yeah. And he never did play for one after we got married. He said, 

“That’s one thing I don’t have to do.” Besides there were things we wanted to do together, and so 

that was the way it was. Yeah. But I had a family that didn’t believe in playing cards, and we 

didn’t believe in dancing, and we didn’t believe in going to movies on Sunday. One time a friend 

of mine and I went to the movies on Sunday afternoon. We put our hats on and we sat over next 

to the wall and we pulled our hats down and we went to the movies and our conscience hurt us 

all week.  

 

ES: 

What movie was it, do you remember?  

 

MW: 

I have no idea.  

 

ES: 

You blocked it from your memory.  

 

MW: 

We just decided that we would go to a movie on Sunday afternoon. That was a no-no. Then my 

family played dominoes, and there’s nothing wrong with that, but you couldn’t play cards. Real 

strange, yeah, but that’s the way it was. They did get around to cards eventually. Of course, I 

always played cards of one kind or another. Anyway, it was real strange. That’s just the way it 

was, and again, it was a country town, and things happened like country towns.  
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ES: 

Well, was your family musical at all? Did your mom play piano or did your dad— 

 

MW: 

My dad sang a little. He sang tenor a little and sang in the choir some, but that was all the music 

that my mother was not—she couldn’t carry a tune in a bucket with a lid on it. My sister sang 

and enjoyed it. We sang together some.  

 

ES: 

What kind of got you interested in music? Was it your dad?  

 

MW: 

I don’t know.  I just always liked the music and they put me to taking piano lessons when I was 

seven I guess. Piano didn’t take with me.  

 

ES: 

Really?  

 

MW: 

No. When I graduated from high school I had to get my certificate from high school, I had to 

memorize twelve pieces and have twelve people at the recital. I learned twelve pieces, and I had 

twelve people at the recital.  

 

ES: 

The bare minimum.  

 

MW: 

That’s right, but I got the certificate and that was all that was necessary. It was terrible.  

 

ES: 

Was it a requirement to graduate?  

 

MW: 

No, it wasn’t a requirement to graduate, but it was a state certificate that we got if we did certain 

things, and I had been taken all those years.  

 

ES: 

And you might as well finish—  
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MW: 

You know, she’s not ever going to learn to do anything except sing, so she sang. And then my 

son came along, and we started him in piano lessons. Watch those squirrels out there are just 

having a fit. They’re just back and forth everywhere out there. My son went, and I took him to 

Ms. Huff, the same one that had been my teacher, and he was worse than I was, and finally she 

just said to us, she said, “You know, he’s not going to learn to play the piano. He’s just not 

interested in the piano; he doesn’t want anything to do with the piano. He’s going to sing all his 

life, leave him alone.” And sure enough he’s a very good bass. He does a lot of stuff. He sings in 

the barber shop, he sings at the First Methodist Church choir. One or two years, when his son 

was young, he would do, on Monday night, he had quartet practice. No, on Monday night he had 

civic choir, and on Tuesday night he had barbershop quartet practice, and on Wednesday night 

was choir practice, and on Thursday night was something else. On Friday night he sang at the 

synagogue, and on Saturday, he was off on Saturday, but he sang every single night. But he 

enjoyed it. He’s amazing, and he has an nice deep bass voice. Sometimes they’re a little scarce.  

 

ES: 

He’s in high demand like his dad was, I guess.  

 

MW: 

Well, he just enjoyed doing it. He seldom ever does a funeral or a wedding, but he enjoys his 

music. That’s one thing he enjoys.  

  

ES: 

That’s all that matters, yeah. You said your husband was in a quartet. Did it have a name or was 

it just a group of guys that came together?        

  

MW: 

He was at a barbershop quartet for a long, long time and still is in one. I don’t know what its 

name is now, but they play and they sing every so often. Let’s see, I guess the one at the church 

was Deep Water Four, let’s see what the one at—that was the one that Rex sang in. Then the 

Ogallala Formation was one of them that Lynn sang for, and I’ve forgotten what the name of the 

one is now. One moved out of town, and one retired from singing. I forgot what happened to the 

rest of them, but he’s always done that stuff. He doesn’t do any quartet or solo work at the 

Methodist church, occasionally he’ll do a little [unintelligible 31:23] solo at the Methodist 

church but not very often. But that’s just sort of, you know, we’ve just always been around it.      

  

ES: 

Yeah. And Lubbock’s had plenty of opportunities.  
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MW: 

Had plenty of opportunities, yeah. I was not quite four when we moved to Lubbock, and so this 

was a very small area, a small town.          

 

ES: 

What are your first memories of Lubbock? What do you first remember?  

 

MW: 

I just remember it was a long walk to town. I lived on Tenth and Avenue T, the 1900 block on 

Tenth Street, we did, and my dad was a doctor. When he got out of medical school, he got a job 

in Lubbock and so that’s where we stayed. So it was—I had a good friend that lived at the end of 

the block, her dad had a grocery store at the end of the block. We were friends all through the 

years. Saturday afternoons we’d dress up in our Sunday best and walk to town and walk up and 

down and look in the windows and go inside and buy some candy corn and walk home. We 

dropped the candy corn on the way home and let the birds eat it because we’d had all we wanted. 

This was when I was in junior high. We had junior highs then, we didn’t have middle schools.  

 

ES: 

Right, right.  

 

MW: 

It was sort of interesting.  

 

ES: 

And the town at that point would have been east of y’alls house, right?  

 

MW: 

Town was downtown, yeah, that was town.  

 

ES: 

Okay because I guess west of y’all hadn’t really built up because Tech wasn’t there.  

 

MW: 

We built this house fifty-four years ago, we built this house. We were the only one around here 

clear down to Thirty-Eighth Street. The ranch was still on the corner where United is now. My 

kids every once in a while will be in the car and say, “Well, I don’t see any horses out there.” 

This was on Quaker and Fiftieth Street, and this is where I’d take the girls to ride horses. They’d 

get the horses there and there’d be somebody, they’d go ride horses up and down, or she—her 

best friend lived out on Thirty-Seventh Street, just off Indiana, and she’d go down there, on her 

bicycle, and that’s before it was a widened—and she would be so tired when she got home 
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because there is a hill out there. You wouldn’t think there is a hill, but if you go down on Thirty-

Fourth, and you start up toward Fiftieth Street, you don’t see any cars coming over the hill.  

 

ES: 

That’s true, that’s true.  

 

MW: 

Going down it was fine, but coming back she’d be so tired.  

 

ES: 

Did you ever say to her, “Just think if you lived in the hill country or you lived down in Austin?”  

 

MW: 

Somebody says, “This is such flat country.” I said, “Would you like to come and go with me 

sometime and see how flat it is?” And of course, the playa lakes and so it’s, when you’re in an 

airplane you can see them, when there’s rain, when there’s water, you could see the playa lakes 

and you can see they’re just all over everywhere.  

 

ES: 

You can see where it pools up, yeah.  

 

MW: 

And it’s like this all over, but you just don’t—but it used to be that the highest place in Lubbock 

was on the corner of Fiftieth and Indiana.  

 

ES: 

I always envisioned that as like the center of town now, you know.  

 

MW: 

And they consider us, this area the center of town because we’ve gone so far. We still haven’t 

gone very far northeast, out that way toward the airport. We still haven’t gone very far that way. 

We haven’t gone a lot of way straight east. It started out being brown and black area and it’s still 

that way mostly.  

 

ES: 

Do you think it still hasn’t built out east?  

 

MW: 

I don’t know, it could be.  
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ES: 

I always wondered because I thought it’d be so pretty if we had shopping over in the canyons.  

 

MW: 

That’s the way it started out, and that’s the way it sort of has stayed.  

 

ES: 

I’m just amazed when I drive out southwest of town.  

 

MW: 

Oh southwest, and northwest now is just about as bad. It’s just amazing.  

 

ES: 

Every time I go out there, there’s something new.  

 

MW: 

And north, you know, out north now, but not northeast. It’s just real strange the way the town has 

grown.  

 

ES: 

And you’d think north where I-27 is, they could build up in there. 

 

MW: 

Of course it used to be, one of the very prime places to be would be toward the country club 

which is off I-27. It would be the place to build a gorgeous home. And then all of a sudden it all 

goes south.  

 

ES: 

I always wondered why.  

 

MW: 

I don’t know, because there’s canyon out there and it’s really a pretty place, but of course there 

were never any native trees in this area. We’ve never had native trees. Every tree that’s here that 

you see around here has either been brought in and planted or it’s come up from the seed.  

 

ES: 

Wow. 
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MW: 

All these trees were either planted or they came up from squirrels planting trees or something 

else.  

 

ES: 

So when y’all built this house, y’all intentionally planted trees so that you’d have them.  

 

MW: 

Oh yeah, that’s the first thing that went out, the big old cottonwood tree has been there and it’s 

just about done its due, but there’s another one that came up and it’s almost as big as that one is. 

This one is losing lots of its branches now, but I just don’t have the heart to cut it down.  

 

ES: 

The house I’m renting was built in the late thirties, early forties, and it’s got a pecan tree that’s 

pretty much spent, but if I cut it down—my backyard’s going to lose everything.  

 

MW: 

The pecan tree that’s right here by the house was the only pecan tree I planted. I now have three 

pecan trees over here and four pecan trees over here. Then there’s some other trees that have 

come up and we had one mulberry tree next door that’s not mine, it’s theirs, but it’s losing a lot 

of its limbs, too. All of these trees around here were planted. This was all grass, up to about waist 

high grass—this whole part of the country.  

 

ES:  

So when I envision Lubbock back in the day, I envision it just dirt and nothing else, but there 

was grass. It wasn’t just a dirt storm all the time.  

 

MW: 

And one of the things they planted first here, because of the dirt and all were the Chinese elms. 

The Chinese elms get little bugs on them, sort of, little bugs, that would chew on the leaves and 

then you’d begin to lose the limbs or lose the leaves, and then the next thing they planted were 

like cedar bushes, big cedar bushes and stuff.  

 

ES: 

Like for when the wind breaks.  

 

MW: 

For wind breaks and stuff, yeah. Some people are planting them again. I noticed there’s some 

gorgeous ones down Indiana out here where people have put them up along the break and to cut 

the sound from the street.  
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ES: 

Yeah, especially these big, you know, six lane streets now, lots of noises associated with it. 

You’re lucky you’re halfway in between pretty much. That’s the way I am. In the backyard you 

can kind of hear the street, but it’s not so bad.  

 

MW: 

Occasionally I can hear Monterrey Band playing. They have their practice field is right just 

across the street to the east of the high school over here. You can hear them out there practicing 

or you can hear the drum team out practicing like in July and the first part of August, and you 

can hear them, if I have the doors open you can hear them as they come in. I always enjoyed 

listening to that.  

 

ES: 

Yeah, if the wind’s blowing just right, when the band’s rehearsing at Twentieth and Boston, you 

can hear it on Twenty-Seventh Street, and its’ nice to hear.  

 

MW: 

And I’m so glad that they have the bands and things, and I hope that they don’t go away at the 

junior high or the middle schools and all that. I hope they don’t take all that away from us.  

 

ES: 

I hope not because then in the high schools it’s pointless to have bands.  

 

MW: 

Yeah there’s no funneling in. But that has really been a blessing for all of the music in town 

because of all of that we have within the school system. We just hope they keep it up—the 

orchestras and the bands both; the instruments that they learn to play, and lots of kids learn to 

play that wouldn’t learn to play otherwise.  

 

ES: 

Yeah, I know that I joined the band because the band director was, you know, “Hey you can join. 

You don’t have to stay forever, but just learn an instrument for a year or two.” And I was playing 

for ten years, fifteen years. So when you were in high school and junior high, was there an 

orchestra and a band and a choir? What was the music scene, the music department of Lubbock 

High like?  

 

MW: 

Well, we had a music teacher and I had a music teacher in grade school. There was one teacher 

that taught. She sat us all down in school and this goes back—well in fact, I was in an orchestra 
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and when I was in first grade I had a picture of me in the orchestra in the first grade. I had a 

uniform and everything.  

 

ES: 

Really? Wow, what instrument did you play then? 

 

MW: 

I don’t even remember, probably the triangle or something, I don’t know. But we did have some 

within our schools. I don’t think that they were regular music teachers. I think whoever was 

teaching taught all of it. There were orchestras in the schools, and they were not wonderful and 

all that sort of stuff, but their parents thought they were wonderful. And we did learn something 

and that was good. Every once in a while I rode across that picture, I have no idea where it is 

now, but it was white and it had orange trim on it. I went to K Carter which is no longer there, 

Walmart over in the middle of Tech housing over there was where it used to be on Avenue Q and 

Sixth Street, that’s where it was. That’s where I went to first through the fourth grade, I guess. 

Then we moved around. Of course, there was only one high school. You saw everybody over 

there. There was a band in high school, I think, but who played in it, I don’t even remember.  

 

ES: 

So you were in the choir, though, in high school?  

 

MW: 

Yeah, I was in the choir. Our choir room was the building that was over Lubbock High on the 

south side right on Nineteenth Street. There was a building sort of like this that it had the 

sidewalks and stuff that came on over into the main building here. But that was the choir room; 

that was where we had the choir. Yeah, they did have a band. The band room was back on the 

back. I haven’t thought about this in a long time.  

 

ES: 

I’m glad I can drum up some memories, though.  

 

MW: 

Yeah, I needed to talk to somebody about it and say, please tell me about this.  

 

ES: 

Well I imagine that especially the high school band would have been another form of 

entertainment. The concerts would have been something everybody would have shown up for.  
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MW: 

Of course when you went to ballgames and things, there was music at ballgames like there is 

now and that sort of thing, but it’s just times change.  

 

ES: 

Lubbock’s grown up just a tiny little bit maybe.  

 

MW: 

Just a tiny tad, and I’m glad that it has. I’m glad that Lubbock got Tech because that was the 

telling thing. If Plainview had gotten Tech or if some other place that was wanting it really bad 

got it.  

 

ES: 

I know that Abilene and Sweetwater were also lobbying for it, a lot of the West Texas towns. I 

was thinking the other day if Lubbock hadn’t gotten Tech, it would have just been— 

 

MW: 

Been another little town. 

 

ES: 

Yeah, been Levelland or Plainview size or something. It’s really helped this town to thrive.  

 

MW: 

Oh yeah.  

 

ES: 

And what I think is interesting is that the Lubbock Music Club was founded the year Tech was, 

1923. I wonder if there’s any coincidence in that.  

 

MW: 

I don’t really know because I wasn’t here then. I wouldn’t be surprised because the people who 

started this club were important women in town. They were the wives of the—most of them did 

not have jobs. Most of them were housewives, but some of them were very civic minded. A lot 

of them had some money to go along with it. I’m sure that—and yet there were a lot there were 

not, but with having fifty members to begin with and three associate members, they could only 

have—their bylaws said they could only have fifty members, but that they could have associate 

members. I don’t remember what they called them. But when they were organized they had the 

three associate members. Then they added to that. I’m not sure I’d have liked to have been a 

member then them with all the stuff they had at a meeting. It must have taken all Saturday 

afternoon because with a lecture and a business meeting and six, seven, or eight numbers, that 
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would have been hours long. And people wouldn’t have gotten up and walked out. They would 

have stayed there.  

 

ES: 

Right, they would have stayed there the whole time. I saw the program from the first full year, so 

’24, ’25. It was all like lecture. It was maybe two or three musical performances, but all lecture 

to try to teach the ladies about music, and I just thought, That would have taken hours because 

there were like six or seven little lectures in addition to the music.  

 

MW: 

They would have to be there to, you know, to do that.  

 

ES: 

Now you were telling me when we met for tea time that there was a reason why it was chosen on 

Saturday.  

 

MW: 

Well, because Monday’s wash day, Tuesday’s ironing day, Wednesday’s baking day, you know, 

down the line. Saturday afternoon, you were supposed to clean house on Saturday morning, and 

your Saturday afternoons are free.  

 

ES: 

Okay.  

 

MW: 

That was usually sort of the way it went. When I was growing up, that was usually the way it 

was. You always cleaned house on Saturday morning so that everything was ready for Sunday. It 

was a time when there was time to do what you wanted to do, you know, some would do one 

thing, somebody would do something else. I would imagine that that was probably the reason 

they did it then. Then when we changed to a Friday was because people were having to go to 

work. The war was starting, a lot of the husbands were gone, the women had to go to work or 

they were working during the week and then that was Saturday afternoon was for that. In order to 

be working like that they couldn’t come on a Saturday afternoon. They would have to come at 

night when they were at home.  

 

ES: 

So it was initially changed to Friday evenings?  

 

MW: 

Yeah.  
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ES: 

Okay.  

 

MW: 

Wasn’t it?  

 

ES: 

I think so. I thought that’s what I remembered.  

 

MW: 

Yeah, yeah, it started Friday night and then went to Friday morning.  

 

ES: 

Why the switch? Was it after the war ended?  

 

MW: 

It was after the war ended, and the teachers then were, some of them were teaching late and a lot 

of the members were teachers, music teachers, and they would have to wait till school was out 

for them to start teaching, their music teaching. So as a result then they started having it since 

they were teaching that night. Then there were getting to be concerts on Friday night and there 

were—people were having bridge parties on Friday night and all this sort of thing. And so we 

went back up to the Friday morning.     

 

ES: 

Yeah, that seems to be the best time, especially with private lesson teachers because I grew up 

with piano teachers that their schedules went two o’clock for the elementary school kids up until 

seven or eight at night.  

  

MW: 

And some of them started at six thirty in the morning and go from there to eight o’clock or 

whatever time. Their schedules are awful.  

 

ES: 

Yeah, the back to back aspect of it is just relentless, tons of kids coming in and out. So when did 

you first hear about the Lubbock Music Club?  

 

MW: 

Well, of course my private teacher was very active and every once in a while she’d have me 

come and sing for it. I knew about it from way back when, I guess. When Ms. Huff started me 

with piano, she also sort of started me with voice because she knew I liked to sing. It wasn’t too 
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long before she started me with voice, too. Part of the lesson would be piano and part of it would 

be voice. I was so glad when the piano was over, I hated piano, still do.  

 

ES: 

There are just certain things that you realize, That’s not for me because you like something else 

more and you just can’t handle the— 

 

MW: 

That’s right. All my kids took piano and then Rex’s sister taught piano, and I tried Len even with 

Imogena, and he hated it, he hated it worse than I did. Then when I took him to Ms. Huff, we 

thought, Well maybe it’s just because Imogena is Aunt Imogena and maybe that’s why he 

doesn’t like it or something. Ms. Huff said no. It’s just not his bag of worms.  

 

ES: 

It’s not in y’alls blood maybe; it’s just not meant to be.  

 

MW: 

My older daughter, she didn’t particularly care for it. She also took piano, and she took from 

Imogena and she did okay. She played what she was supposed to play and did the recitals and 

stuff, but didn’t particularly like it. Robin still, my young one, still will go to piano every once in 

a while and will play something, but not much. And one of her kids—well, all three of her kids 

took piano, but not for long. They went to the band instead. One of them, the youngest one is a 

trumpeter, and he stayed with the Tech band for two years, and then he said, “This getting up 

with these gosh awful hours when it’s pitch black outside and having to walk across campus, it’s 

for the birds.” So he didn’t get to wear the brand new uniforms that they have now. One of them 

played the—oh what did he play? He played something great big, but I forgot about what it was.  

 

ES: 

Like a sousaphone or something like that.  

 

MW: 

Yeah, something big and then the younger one, I think what has a bass? Is there a bass clarinet?  

 

ES: 

Yes.  

 

MW: 

Okay, that great big thing? Is it a great big thing, too, that sits on the floor? What sits on the 

floor?  
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ES: 

Well, the bassoon doesn’t sit on the floor. There’s a base saxophone, a bari sax.  

 

MW: 

She played just a regular sax. Then they had a need for a bass one and so she started playing the 

bass sax and kept with it a while, but it’s so big, gee. But they all stayed through high school 

with it, and then Trent stayed on, and he took private lessons and did the whole bit with his 

trumpet and did really well with it, and he still plays it some. He reads it well. He reads well and 

has a beautiful tone with it. But he had some teachers that they were in Austin and they were a 

super good band, their high school, they were in Bowie band. They’d go to all the stuff down to 

San Antonio or wherever it was and do all their thing and really did a good job. The whole band 

did a good job.  

 

ES: 

I may have to change out the batteries on that in a little while, but we’re going to keep on talking 

for a while. I forgot to switch them out before we started.  

 

MW: 

I don’t know nothing else.  

 

ES: 

Yeah you do, we’ve barely talked about club work.  

 

MW: 

Oh boy.  

 

ES: 

I’ve got more questions on club work if that’s okay. I don’t want to bore you to death.  

 

MW: 

Okay. What do you got?  

 

ES: 

So do you remember your audition for the music club? Do you remember that process?  

 

MW: 

Yeah, we auditioned for Allegro, and I auditioned and I passed the audition. Then it wasn’t too 

many months before the war started. So I went to war with my husband and lived in New York 

for—in fact, our son was born in Brooklyn. When I came back, and I started to go back to 

Allegro and they said, “You have to audition again.” I said, “I don’t think so.” And I didn’t, and I 
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haven’t. Of course, you don’t have to audition anymore, but I just thought, Eh, One’s enough; 

one club is enough. I’ll do what I want to. So that’s what I did. They’re mostly all the same—a 

lot of them are all the same people that are in both clubs. It started out to be everybody in there 

needed to perform and ours you could be a listener as well. Then we had a third club that came 

in, Music Appreciation Club, and they didn’t last but just a few years, but it was for listening 

alone.  

   

ES: 

Do you think that’s maybe why it didn’t last?         

 

MW: 

Hmm?    

 

ES: 

Do you think that’s why that club didn’t last?  

 

MW: 

I don’t know, I don’t know really. I never did belong to it. Occasionally I would be invited to 

come and I would go, but most all of it was either on a record player or something like that. 

Some were very good programs and that sort of thing. Now, I’m sure if they were still going that 

they would do a lot of video stuff.  

 

ES: 

Watch performances on DVD?  

 

MW: 

Yeah.  

 

ES: 

So what do you—you auditioned for the Lubbock Music Club.  

 

MW: 

No, I did not audition for Lubbock Music Club.  

 

ES: 

You didn’t, okay.  

 

MW: 

No, just Allegro.  
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ES: 

Was there an audition requirement for Lubbock Music Club?  

 

MW: 

No.  

 

ES: 

Okay, you could just attend.  

 

MW: 

Yeah, you could just join, yeah.  

 

ES: 

You didn’t even have to— 

 

MW: 

You didn’t have to be a performer. You could be a listener, you could be a composer, you could 

be a performer, you could be whatever you wanted to be and you could just enjoy the music and 

do other things.  

 

ES: 

So typically how did people become members? When you joined, were you formally introduced 

to the group?  

 

MW: 

Usually somebody would have you fill out a form and then you would be introduced to the 

group, and you would literally be voted on. I never did know anybody that refused, but you were 

voted on, but they told what your talents were, whether you were a performer or you preferred to 

do something else rather than perform; you wanted to be a part of the program. You wanted to be 

a part of the speaking program. You wanted to do other things that pertained to the club and the 

music and all. But you were introduced formally, and you filled out a little thing and you said 

that “I play the piano, I direct, I would direct a chorus. I would do a review of the book that 

we’re doing, I would do all these things.” We are required—I think we’re still required, they may 

have taken that off—but all these past years we’ve been required to have a study book every 

year, but do three programs during the year out of that book or pertaining to that book. There was 

a list that long of books that were available. If you didn’t find your book on the list you could 

write to the national chairman and say, “This book has come out. May we use this book?” They 

always said yes. Then that has to go into your yearbook and you have to say which programs 

pertain to the book or which one you’re going to be talking about or whatever.  
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ES: 

So you always had a book to guide you, to help teach you more about music each year.  

 

MW: 

Some year it might be a book on opera, another book [sic] it might be a book on Bach or 

whatever. And this year we’ve got this funny book thing, whatever.    

 

ES: 

Yeah, it was on like quotations or— 

 

MW: 

It was a funny thing. In fact, I think it was three, wasn’t it or something? 

 

ES: 

Yeah, I think there’s like two books and one of them is nothing but music quotations or 

something. That was the last meeting she was quoting it.  

  

MW: 

Yeah, that was the one that she did. A Course in Study: Better Than It Sounds: A Dictionary of 

Humorous Musical Quotations and Tenors, Tantrums, and Trills: An Opera Dictionary. 

 

ES: 

It is kind of a humorous year then.  

 

MW: 

An Opera Dictionary from A to Zzz by David Barber.   

 

ES: 

I guess this brings up a good segue to each year you have a yearbook that’s printed in the 

summer. As long as you can remember, has the national federation said, “These things have to be 

in place in the yearbook.” And y’all are judged based on its placement and accuracy and all that?  

 

MW: 

Yeah, and correctly spelled words. In fact, they’ve just changed the word and how it’s spelled 

this year and it’s driving me crazy, and I’m sure that whoever did it—oh heck, founders’, f-o-u-

n-d-e-r-s-’ day. It must be apostrophe. Now they’ve taken the apostrophe off in the national 

magazine and in our yearbook.  

 

ES: 

So it’s no longer a possessive founders day, it’s just plural now.  
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MW: 

Yeah just Founders Day.  

 

ES: 

Now Founders Day is one of the days you usually gave a speech, right?  

 

MW: 

Yeah, somebody does.  

 

ES: 

And you would volunteer to give a speech?  

 

MW: 

Somebody would say, “Would you do the speech? Will you do the thing?” And that’s how come 

all that mess over there.  

 

ES: 

Well, it was really interesting because it gave the history of the club as you saw it and how it 

changed through the years. It was really interesting to me, at least.  

 

MW: 

Well, of course a lot of people are new every year. We’ve got some new ones, there’s some that 

missed it the year before or the year before or the year before. And so it’s sort of nice to 

remember some of these things now and then. I don’t know, just sort of the way it goes.  

 

ES: 

So are there any meetings to you that stand out that are incredibly memorable that you really 

enjoyed?  

 

MW: 

I don’t know. I go now, I get so disgusted because people leave. You’re not supposed to leave.  

 

ES: 

And I think you were telling me this, used to it would be the music program and then the 

business meeting? The structure was reversed, but now get the business meeting out the way and 

then people leave a lot because everybody’s so busy these days.  

 

MW: 

I just don’t think it’s—they come to eat and leave and say hello to their friends and then they 

leave. That’s not good.  
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ES: 

I feel like there’s more to music club then just eating. It’s about playing music for one another.  

 

MW: 

Yeah, there is, but that’s not—some of them, you know, live in—some of them were saying, 

“Oh, well I live out at Raider Ranch or I live wherever—” They serve lunch at eleven thirty and I 

have to be there for lunch.  

 

ES: 

Why can’t you eat out or ask them to save you a plate?  

 

MW: 

That’s right. But that’s not what they do. They miss the best part.  

 

ES: 

I really enjoy the music. I enjoy listening to the music because I don’t always have time to go to 

the Tech concerts in the evening.  

 

MW: 

I wish I would go to more of the Tech concerts. So many of them are free, just go and enjoy. It’s 

a little bit difficult for me now because when it’s at Hemmle, it makes it hard for me to—I’ve got 

to go in at the right place and you’ve got to get there real early, so you can get on that line of 

seats.  

 

ES: 

Right, right, that one line.  

 

MW: 

Yeah that one line of seats. And sometimes they don’t let you in soon enough.  

 

ES: 

Yeah, they let you in like five seconds before the show starts.  

 

MW: 

By that time there are three dozen people out there waiting to get on that same line, so I don’t go 

to as many there as I would like to go to.  
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Pause in Recording  

 

ES: 

It won’t be much longer, I promise. So we talked about how the club meetings, you know, 

probably in the twenties were hours long. When you joined, how long were they? Do you 

remember? Like on the Friday nights would you get out—?  

 

MW: 

Probably a couple hours.  

 

ES: 

A couple hours? So not too much longer than today.  

 

MW: 

No, not really.  

 

ES: 

So the main thing about—in my mind think, What was it like in the fifties at a club meeting? 

Really, just the structure was reversed, and that’s about it. Did you have any sort of mentor or 

did you have anybody that kind of looked out for you when you first joined the club and helped 

show you the ropes of club work?  

 

MW: 

I think some of the older members sort of took us under their wing—my own teacher and some 

of the other teachers that I’d known through the years were very active and would ask you to do 

things and that was great. And some of us were fortunate enough to have a babysitter that could 

babysit at home. Either Rex would be there or I had my in-laws lived in Lubbock, and my 

parents lived in Lubbock, so I always had a babysitter some place. Then we had regular 

babysitters that would come in and stay. It was cheap then, you know, I’d have a babysitter for 

three kids for three cents an hour.  

 

ES: 

Wow.  

 

MW: 

And that was pretty cheap. Of course, we weren’t making much money, either.  

 

ES: 

Right.  
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MW: 

When Rex and I got married, he was making thirty-five dollars a week.  

 

ES: 

Where did y’all live when you first got married?  

 

MW: 

We lived over on Thirteenth Street in the 2000 block between S and T.  

 

ES: 

I’m guessing that’s part of the stuff that’s been torn down.  

 

MW: 

We lived where their natatorium is now.  

 

ES: 

Yeah, right there where that, yeah like the swimming pool, yeah.  

 

MW: 

That’s where the junior high was. We were right across the street from the junior high.  

 

ES: 

Okay.  

 

MW: 

We lived upstairs in an apartment and down below was Mary Dunn had her piano studio down 

below us and the other Dunn had her vocal studio.  

 

ES: 

Okay.  

 

MW: 

—down underneath us, early and late, both of them.  

 

ES: 

Okay and I’m trying to think.  

 

MW: 

Myrtle Dunn Short and Mary Dunn.  
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ES: 

And both were ladies of the Lubbock Music Club as well, right? Mary Dunn was in the— 

 

MW: 

Yeah, they were.  

 

ES:  

And you joined the club after or before you got married?  

 

MW: 

Before.  

   

ES: 

Before, and what prompted that? Was it just your teachers?  

 

MW: 

Yeah, my teachers said, “Why don’t you come on and join?”  

 

ES: 

Something to do. 

 

MW: 

I had gotten out of high school and was fixing to go to college.  

 

ES: 

So you joined pretty much out of high school?  

 

MW: 

Yeah, not too long out of high school. I finished high school in ’39, and I married in ’41, and I 

joined music club in between.   

 

ES: 

And you graduated from Tech then—?  

 

MW: 

In ’42.  

 

ES: 

In’42 and then y’all went off to war pretty soon after that?  
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MW: 

Yeah because the war started—we’d been married almost a year and a half when the war started. 

He already knew that he was going to go in the navy. We were just waiting until his number 

came up.   

 

ES: 

What was that like?  

 

MW: 

It was terrible because he left and was gone for basic training and he wanted to go in the navy 

because he said at least he’d have a clean bed and plenty of food to eat. Of course, he had to 

sleep on his stomach so he wouldn’t fall out of the bunk in the cold North Atlantic when the ship 

was going like this. But then when he was coming into port—they were at a transport, and so 

they would take a group across and then he would be back and he’d be in in three or four days 

and then they’d fill up the ship again after so long. After about a week, why he was right back 

out to sea. When he was doing that then I moved back to New York.  

 

ES: 

Well, it was nice, you’d get to see him during the war.  

 

MW: 

He didn’t go to the Pacific until the middle of—well, our son was born in April of ’45, and he 

didn’t go to the Pacific until May of ’45, and then that’s when I came home and stayed until he 

got out. We were lucky, we were very lucky because a lot of them went to the Pacific to begin 

with and they stayed there. But he just got the Atlantic stuff and the Mediterranean stuff.  

 

ES: 

And when you came home, you went back to music clubs pretty much straight away?  

 

MW: 

Oh yeah.  

 

ES: 

They were still going on at that time I would imagine.  

 

MW: 

Still there.  
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ES: 

So I have my list of questions I’ve been asking all the women, but I think we’ve kind of gone 

over most everything. How has the club changed over the years? We’ve already kind of touched 

on that. What do you see—?  

 

MW: 

We need more younger ones because all of us are going to die off one of these days, and if we 

don’t hurry and get some younger ones, but it’s like that with every organization you belong to 

nearly. I belonged to another organization that’s an international organization, and they’re now 

in a horse race to get more. They give you their incentives for a club to have—or a chapter to 

have—they give a certain something or other for the number of members under forty that you get 

in, which is sort of—and this is the one they give scholarships and all this sort of stuff—lots and 

lots of—millions and millions and millions of scholarships for college and the whole bit. A lot of 

the organizations are running into the same thing. There are too many other things that are asking 

for a time.  

 

ES: 

Do you have any thoughts on how you can—?  

 

MW: 

I wish, no. I know this other organization, they’re asking for daughters, granddaughters, great-

granddaughters. It’s a women’s organization. You know, let’s initiate into our organization your 

granddaughters, your daughters.  

 

ES: 

Well, were your daughters ever club women?  

 

MW: 

No, no. Robin at one time was invited into this organization right after she moved to Austin and 

she had three babies. She had a three year old, a one year old, and one that would lack six days 

being a one year old before this one was a two year old. And she was down there, she didn’t have 

any family down there. She says, “I can’t do that because I can’t afford to pay a babysitter to 

come in here and do this with three babies.” So she never did join. I wish she had because I think 

she now would enjoy it.   

 

ES: 

Do you think maybe then clubs will gain members as the members’ kids go off to college?  
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MW: 

I don’t know, and some of them are in college, and we’ve initiated some that are in college and 

we still call them ours, but they’re now members of other chapters in other towns, and they’re 

very active. Then some of their friends are coming in.  

 

ES: 

Well I noticed that with Allegro, their current president, she’s in her forties and I noticed some of 

the presidents recently, they’re not young, young, but they’re younger. I feel like maybe the next 

wave of club women that are starting to have some more free time to devote. I didn’t know if that 

was a promising sign at least.  

 

MW: 

I don’t know, I hope so, I really do.  

 

ES: 

So if somebody asked you, “What’s the main benefit of having the Lubbock Music Club?” What 

would you say?  

 

MW: 

I just enjoy the people ,and I enjoy the music and I enjoy the stuff they give us and a lot of these 

people, it’s the only time I see them. I have enjoyed seeing them through the years, and I’m not 

really a club woman. I don’t belong to a lot of clubs. Now Marsha belongs to clubs until they run 

out her ears, but I’m not a club woman necessarily.  

 

ES: 

So you weren’t in a sorority at Tech or anything like that?  

 

MW: 

No.  

 

ES: 

See, I wasn’t either.  

 

MW: 

I was invited, and I said, “No, I’ve got other things.” At that time I was going with Rex.  

 

ES: 

Well, that was more important.  
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MW: 

Yeah, it was most important. Now my daughter was; she was a Kappa and I would have been 

what turned into be a Kappa if I had been one because that was who invited me to come in or to 

come and do their stuff with them. Then one of my Kappa friends put Robin’s name in to Kappa 

here. She enjoyed all of it, she really enjoyed it.  

 

ES: 

So really for you it’s about hearing the music each time and getting to talk to the people, so 

you’ve made good friends through the music clubs.  

 

MW: 

Yeah, some of my very good friends have been through the years. And I probably wouldn’t have 

known them otherwise if it had not been for music club.  

 

ES: 

Now you did have some leadership roles. You were president for a while, right?  

 

MW: 

Yeah, afraid so. Well I drug my feet all the way on that. I’d rather work hard, like everything.  

 

ES: 

And not take on leadership?  

 

MW: 

Not take on a job to do stuff, but I’ve done nearly everything there is to do in the club.  

 

ES: 

So all the officer roles. Did you host meetings here ever? So would y’all be in wherever the 

piano—?  

 

MW: 

Well, the piano is just around the corner right here and then the organ is right here and we would 

sit here and in there both.  

 

ES: 

I always wondered how that logistically—it seems like it would be a big ordeal to make sure you 

had enough chairs for all the fifty members.  
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MW: 

No, not really, you just move furniture around a little bit. I got to where I couldn’t move the 

furniture around, why then I haven’t had a meeting for a while. Then it got to be where nobody 

would have a meeting.  

 

ES: 

I saw that about two or three years ago was the last time anybody met at one’s house. Ms. 

Christmann mentioned it, and I never thought of it, just the shear walking that was involved for 

the members because, you know, you’d have to park up and down the block, and I never thought 

of that, but there’d be a lot of cars lining the streets at these meetings.  

 

MW: 

Well see, several years ago, when we closed our street during the day time, it was because the 

Monterrey kids—and here I’m on Forty-Fourth, Monterrey’s on Forty-Seventh, and they would 

park in front of my house and go to Monterrey. There were places to park over there, but they 

didn’t want to have to pay for them. Then they would drop all their trash and stuff out here and 

we all got tired of it so we asked the city to close the street, not close the whole street, but no 

parking between eight and five on school days. So we got fines and they’d give you a ticket if 

you parked out here unless you were somebody who were working at a house or something and 

have a thing to put in the street.  

 

ES: 

So like I parked in front of your house right now. Am I going to get a ticket?  

 

MW: 

It’s a school day, I don’t know. You might, but maybe not.  

 

ES: 

Oh well, let’s hope they’re not patrolling today.  

 

MW: 

I didn’t think about that a while ago or I would have had you park in the drive.  

 

ES: 

I didn’t even notice signs. I should have paid more attention, that’s my fault.  

 

MW: 

Well, there’s one just on the other side of this house, and there’s one across the street, and there’s 

one down there. I think there are four on this block.  
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ES: 

Oh well. It’ll be fine, I’ll make it work. Let’s see, oh we were talking about meetings in people’s 

houses. Y’all moved to Jent’s for a while, right? And would kind of bounce around churches?  

 

MW: 

Yeah, we were down there for a while, and they were having some financial problems with 

Jent’s and then Mr. Jent died and the daughter took over and everything just sort of—they also 

started selling Steinways, and Steinways are—it all happened about the time of everything 

falling in the whole United States, so they didn’t sell their Steinways and were taking more 

building space and stuff. For a long time they were the only music store in town, just about. Then 

we got the other one that we have over here on Fiftieth.  

 

ES:    

Oh Tarpley.  

 

MW: 

Yeah, and so we’ve always had some sort, but Jent’s had everything for an instrument that 

anybody wanted and music running out their ears, well I don’t know if they even have music 

now or not.  

 

ES: 

I went a couple years ago and they still did, but I haven’t been lately. I bought my little piano 

from them. I got one of those keyboards that looks like a nice upright, but it’s just a weighted 

keyboard, so it’s nice. When you were growing up was there a music store in Lubbock that you 

can remember?  

 

MW: 

Oh yeah. Mm-hmm.  

 

ES: 

And it sold sheet music?  

 

MW: 

I’ve got some with the name still on it.  

 

ES: 

Really, do you remember the name of it?  

 

MW: 

No. Let’s see, what was the name of the store?  
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ES: 

Was it one of those stores you and your girlfriend would go look at one the weekends? Go peer 

in the windows and window shop?  

 

MW: 

No, we’d go and look at Woolworth’s and Kress where all the kids were. People would park 

when they were driving then. They would park, and then we’d park into the curb instead of up 

and down this way. We would park, and you would sit and you’d watch people go by. You’d go 

up and down Broadway, and you’d stop at the drugstore and you’d honk and the carhop would 

come out to the car in the middle of the street with everybody honking around to get by to order 

your coke with an olive.  

 

ES:  

With an olive? Okay.  

 

MW: 

Oh yeah, always had a Coke with an olive. I didn’t have coke with a cherry; I had coke with an 

olive. They would bring it out to you, you’d just sit there in car till they did.  

 

ES: 

You might get a little bit of road rage these days if you just sat in the middle of the street.  

 

MW: 

Oh yeah, you get a lot of it now, I’m sure. And you’d go into the stores, and you’d see somebody 

sitting in their car, you know, watching people go by. You might get in the car with them and sit 

and visit awhile and then you’d get out and walk someplace else, but this on Saturday afternoon, 

you were always dressed up like you were going to church on Sunday.  

 

ES: 

It was the day to go out and be seen and to do some seeing.  

 

MW: 

Yup, and if it happened to be your day when your dad would let you have the car, well you were 

in high cotton.  

 

ES: 

What kind of car did your dad have, do you remember?  
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MW: 

Well, let’s see, we had Hutmobiles and Oldsmobiles, and I don’t think we ever had a Chevy or a 

Ford. Daddy always bought something else, and then he started buying Lincolns and stuff. He 

always had a— 

 

ES: 

A different kind of car, that’s nice.      

 

MW: 

I remember he got a brand new Lincoln. He had it about three days, and I was a senior in high 

school and I had the car that afternoon. He was at work, and I drove it to Lubbock High School 

and whoever was with me, we were looking at the sign that that senior class had put out as our 

gift to the high school. I ran into the car in front of me, and those five gallon bottles of water 

broke. It ruined the front of his brand new car. And then another car ran into the back of me, so 

we squashed my daddy’s new car and I called him at work and I said, “Help, help. I just had a 

wreck.” “I’ll be right there.” So he left his patients and came down and got me out of the mess.  

 

ES: 

That’s what daddies are for though. They’re there to help us. That’s great.  

 

MW: 

Thinking about stuff like though, Oh, and I probably was going that way then, too, Oh no. But he 

was very good to us.  

 

ES: 

He seemed very patient it seems like.  

 

MW: 

He was very patient; he was very patient. He was really more patient than my mother, but my 

mother was very patient, too, considering all the stuff. With three kids that were six years and 

seven years apart, that’s three families. The youngest one was a boy, two girls and a boy.  

 

ES: 

Were you the eldest or the middle? The eldest, nice.  

 

MW: 

I was the first one, then my sister is seven years younger than I am, and then our brother was six 

years younger than she was. He was only six when I got married. I was nineteen when I got 

married.  
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ES: 

Was he a ring bearer in the wedding?  

 

MW: 

Yeah, I guess he was.  

 

ES: 

A little too young to be a groomsman.  

 

MW: 

My sister was a bridesmaid, and my special friend on the corner was a bridesmaid and Rex’s 

sister was a bridesmaid. Their dresses, since it was wartime then, the bridesmaids wore, their 

dresses had to be made of shower curtains because we couldn’t get any fabric.   

 

ES:   

Okay what color was it?  

 

MW: 

One was pink, and one was blue, which weren’t my favorite colors, but that was the only color 

shower curtains you could buy.  

 

ES: 

And what about your wedding dress? Could you find fabric for that?  

 

MW: 

It was white lace. We found that, but you just couldn’t find the other stuff. You tell somebody 

your bridesmaids’ dresses are made out of shower curtains that you like. “Oh, you’re kidding?” 

But they were fabric, it was the fabric sort of. It’s sort of like chiffon-y stuff except it was stiffer.  

 

ES: 

It probably wasn’t too awful. It was like The Sound of Music where she used the curtains for the 

kids clothes. It worked. Shower curtains, but they’re curtains.  

 

MW: 

I’ll bet those were heavy.  

 

ES: 

Thick, I always thought they’d be really thick. What other musical memories am I dredging up 

from your past that you can remember? Do you remember the music from your wedding?  
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MW: 

Yeah.  

 

ES: 

Did you have performers?  

 

MW: 

We had a performer and his wife. Dr. Blitz played his cello, and his wife played the piano, then 

Imagene played the organ for the rest of it, but he played—he decided—we didn’t want anybody 

to sing because both of us sang. So we had a cello.  

 

ES: 

That works because I know I always thought for any event that I planned, I couldn’t have a piano 

player because I’d be too picky about what they were doing, so have a different instrument and 

you’re just fine.  

 

MW: 

Yeah, so it worked out pretty good.  

 

ES: 

I don’t want to drudge up sad memories, so let’s think about music club stuff for a little.  

 

MW: 

That’s fine.  

 

ES: 

I’ve been asking the ladies if this recording is heard fifty years from now— 

 

MW: 

I’d say, “Oh no.”  

 

ES: 

No, they’re probably going to love these stories because it’s Lubbock in its early days. It’s some 

great stories, but if they want to know—I kind of already asked this, but I’ll ask it again to see 

what else I can drag out of you—what do you want them to know about music clubs? How 

would you describe it to them? What would you say is an important thing to know about it?  

 

MW: 

Well, they might learn something. Anna Marie has been really interesting the past couple of 

years the way she’s gone after some of the stuff she’s done. She’s picked out some different sorts 
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of books and that sort of thing and has told us some things about composers that none of us ever 

dreamed about and that sort of thing. I think they would make some fast friends. They would 

enjoy most of the music that’s played. They can see that people still do play, that it’s not all just 

something out of a movie or something out of something else, but they might enjoy the people, 

they might enjoy the music. They might enjoy something different. I don’t know, just—and if 

they enjoy music and enjoy the way some things are done a little bit different from what they 

might have been done in olden times or in other times or whatever. I think it’d be nice if you had 

a few younger ones, if maybe we had several younger ones that you could put them together 

rather than just have one younger one there among all the older ones. You know, you need more 

variety of age. I don’t know, just a different group from what you normally would be around, 

perhaps. And you might learn something.  

 

ES: 

And that’s always a good thing. So in my eyes, when I walk into a meeting it feels like I’m kind 

of stepping back in time a little bit. Would you agree with that sentiment?  

 

MW: 

I think so, and part of it is because of the age group.  

 

ES: 

Right, also just for me, I mean, because I wasn’t involved in clubs in college, so I don’t really 

know how clubs are run today, but to me it seems like the procedures, the decorum involved is a 

little more older traditions of how women behaved towards one another. It’s a really—for me, 

it’s a really nice change of pace to be able to get out of the office and to hear live music and to 

talk to y’all. So that’s the thing I love most about it.  

 

MW: 

That’s good, that’s good.  

 

ES: 

Something I keep forgetting to ask you about, you were involved a little bit with the state 

federation, right?  

 

MW: 

Yeah.  

 

ES: 

You were the district president?  
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MW: 

No, I’ve not been district president, no, I refused to be district president. Nobody wants to be 

club president; nobody wants to be district president. That’s the reason Marsha’s been district 

president for as long as she has because nobody else will do it. And since we’re down to two 

clubs now in our district, and Jane Moffett is the only one that comes from the other club, the 

third club, because her club meets at night, and people are always coming and going and moving 

in and out of Seminole because Seminole is a small town that, you know, everything in Seminole 

goes around peanuts and the schools. This is it. And so people come and go all the time, move in 

and out all the time. The preachers move in and out. The music directors at the churches who are 

usually music club members and that sort of thing. There’s not much to do in Seminole, so 

they’ll come and do that. Well, then they’re there for a year and then they’re gone. This is what’s 

happened to a lot of our clubs. They’ve been in these small little towns, and then the town just 

dies, it’s gone. It’s the same way down around Sweetwater and all down there. A lot the little 

clubs we used to have are just no longer there because of the town itself has disappeared almost.  

 

ES: 

Yeah, just in my lifetime Sweetwater’s gone down one classification in high schools. It went 

from 4A to 3A, and it’s a smaller 3A school now just because the towns have nothing to keep 

them going.  

 

MW: 

I used to have good friends in Sweetwater, Rigdon Edwards. He was active in Rotary 

International, the same as my husband was, and they were awfully nice to us. We liked them, 

they had three girls. That’s been a while ago, too. So as a result, we’re minus that because with 

just two clubs now. Amarillo’s club died, and they just turned their stuff over down to what used 

to be their district. That’s what we changed. In districts, they were District 1, we were District 2, 

and then we became one district. And now this district is like this, and some of the ones that 

ought to be members and used to be members are no longer members for one reason or another. 

Levelland used to still be a member because they’ve got South Plains College and all that, and 

they’ve got so much music stuff going in it all the time. But they chose to do most of their stuff 

into their own area rather than spread it out.  

 

ES: 

So sometimes clubs would choose not to do district federation or be involved in state, just kind 

of focus on their own thing?  

 

MW: 

They just let their money all go right towards where they are and not go into helping scholarships 

all over even though our scholarships are just enormous. Some of our scholarships are enormous 

scholarships which are wonderful, but they’d just rather do within our own stuff. Of course, a lot 
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of hours go to our own stuff. Most of them go out to Tech. It’s too bad, really, but what was the 

first question? I have forgotten.  

 

ES: 

I was just wondering about if you had done any of the state or national federation stuff.  

 

MW: 

Yeah, I’ve done some of both. On the state level I was the fourth vice president at one point. I 

was the recording secretary at one point. I was the third vice president I think at one point.  

 

ES: 

The titles are very interesting to me because you have four vice presidents and all these 

committees, and there’s a lot of opportunities to be involved. Did you drag your heels like you 

did to become—did you want to do state federation?   

 

MW: 

Not particularly, but it was sort of our turn to have to do something, you know, this district 

needed something or other, and so I did it, but I didn’t want to go on up. I had no inclination, no 

desire to go on up anywhere. In the national stuff I had done National Music Week stuff on a 

regional level. That had come through national, but for a region and had done that two or three 

years and enjoyed doing it, but I’d get National Music Week stuff all the way to me, and then I’d 

have to judge it and get it out and you’d get the certificates done and all that sort of stuff. And it 

was sort of fun, and I enjoyed it, but once you’ve done it for four years, that’s enough.   

 

ES: 

Well, it seems like a lot of the duties involved with national stuff is judging, making sure all 

these procedures are in place.  

 

MW: 

Some of them do a thing with, you know, planning the programs for them and this sort of thing. 

And like with National Music Week, the national chairman has to determine what the theme will 

be for that year or those two years that she has it. Then she’s responsible for the top notch 

winners and all this sort of stuff, and try to encourage people to do things.  

 

ES: 

I thought your speeches were very rousing. They were very inspirational, the ones that I read. I 

really thought they were kind of a rallying of the troops. This is why we’re doing this.  

 

MW: 

That’s what you’re supposed to do, but it doesn’t always work, like with anything else.  
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ES: 

Now you said that other clubs these days are having issues. Is Rotary having membership issues?  

 

MW: 

I don’t think so, Rotary does pretty well.  

 

ES: 

Do you think it’s a male versus female thing since Rotary used to be kind of more of a men’s 

club?  

 

MW: 

It was all male up until a few years ago and then the women began to come in, and now women 

are coming in as district governors and they’re doing some really—my husband was very 

involved in Rotary. He was on the international board and all kinds of stuff. I know we did the 

music for Rotary conventions for a number of years and enjoyed that. He was a district governor 

in this area and went on through states and then on to international. We thoroughly enjoyed it, 

and I still have cards and things from Rotarians that we’ve known through the years. As we go 

through I always look through to see who the next president is to see if I know who he is. Most 

all of them, I’ve known up until, even this last year, I had known—he wouldn’t know me, but I 

know him. I’m still an honorary member of the Lubbock Rotary Club because of him and what 

he did and went through Rotary. And so I get the magazine every month and I read it from cover 

to cover. I’m delighted to get it and I don’t have to pay for it, what’s even nicer. Lubbock Rotary 

Club sends it to me as part of the honorary membership.  

 

ES: 

Yeah, I was just thinking like the Lions Club in Sweetwater, it’s still hanging on and it started 

allowing female members. When I was a little kid they’d let me come, but they didn’t let me 

have too many female members until recently. It seems like the businessmen’s clubs are doing a 

little bit better hanging on than maybe the ladies clubs are at this point. But still, my generation 

just doesn’t get that involved in civic organizations like this. Maybe because I am at an age 

where we’re usually more transit, you know, in your twenties, you’re moving around a little bit 

more and figuring out where you’re going to set roots and whatnot, but I don’t know. I’m still 

trying to figure it all out.  

 

MW: 

Well, it is a lot of—some people want to get involved and some people don’t want to get 

involved. This is the way it is. I’m getting a cramp in my leg.  

 

ES: 

I need to stop talking.  
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MW: 

I’ve got to get up and walk around.  

 

ES: 

I’ve kept you too long anyway, and you’ve answered all my questions.  

 

MW: 

Every once in a while I’ll get a cramp right here and it just hurts like the devil.  

 

ES: 

Well, I’m going to turn off the recorder because I think we’ve talked enough, don’t you think?  

 

MW: 

Probably, I’ve told you everything I know and I don’t know much.  

 

ES: 

Well I think quite a lot.  

 

MW: 

Eh, not really.  

 

End of Recording  

 

 


